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ABSTRACf. An unden!tanding ,,[the acom;Ucproperties, as wen !IS the nature o(within_ and between_speaker variation, ofwwds which 
occur with high frequency in natural discourse, is "fgreat importance in foren..;c phonetic analyses. One wordwhich occurs with relatively 
high fi"equency in natural discourse,includingtclcphone conversations, which areoftcn a sollrccofdata in forensic OOl:I1p<Irisons, is okay 
This paper presents tbe initial!findings ofa study of auditory andiF-pattcm variations in o,my ina natural telephon"c~ionspokenhy 
six male speakers ofgeru:ral Australian English.. Seven pre-defined sampling points are measured within each token 10 determine the most 
efficientSlUllpling points and fonnants for distinguishing between-speakervnriation fromwithin-speaker-vnriation in okay. F-ratios Ilithe.., 
Seven sl1!IIpling points are calculated !IS a merurofratios of between- to within-sp.ak<:r variation. The greal<:st F_ratio i. shown to be fur F. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
When phoneticians are asked to compare samples of speech 
for forensic purposes they are faced with a specialised case of 
speaker verification which involves comparing a sample of 
speech which is known to be associated with a crime, with 
another sample of speech from a known person who is 
suspected of being involved in the crime. This forensic 
application of speech analysis is based on the a:3swuption that 
there will be greater variation between speakers than within a 
speaker. 

Nolan (1983: 6-14) notes that forensic speaker verification 
or identification msks are inherently more complicated than 
other fonns of speaker identJficatiQn, where a sample of 
speech is compared against another predetermined sample for 
the purpose of authenticating ill verifying a speaker is who he 
m she claims to bc. Apart from the obvious difficulties 
inherent in comparing speech samples rccorded at different 
times and usually under very different conditions, the speech 
samples used in forensic phonetics are invariably both 
uncontrolled and restricted in content, leaving a minimal 
amount of speech for analysis and cQmparison. The recording 
of the criminal, for example, may constitute only a few short 
words. It is desirable that the linguistic data from bQth samples 
used in a fQrensic comparison are, if possible, linguistically 
equivalent, and the best results are likely to be obtained. wbcn 
the same lexical items are compared. For this reason words 
whkh ocoor frequently in conversation are likely candidates 
for analysis aud comparison. 

One word that is used frequently as a tool of negotiation in 
conversational English is okay. This word functions both as a 
response such as agreement, acceptance or conflrnl3tion to 
preceding talk, and/or as a transitional device between two 
stages of a cQnversation (Merrit 1984; Condon 1986). 
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Furthermore, as Schegloff (1979, 1986) and Schegloff and 
Sacks (1984) have demonstrated, okay occurs frequently in 
both openings and closings of telephone conversations, which 
in turn are Ihe most common source of recordings used in 
forensic comparisons. The question therefore arises: is okay 
an appropriate word to use in forensic analysis, and if so, how 
useful is it for distinguishing between speakers? 

Research by Rose (1997, 1999), in which the within- and 
between,speaker differences in hello spoken by six speakers 
were examined, demolll;trated that even similar sounding 
speakers "can be distinguished on the basis of significant 
differences in their acoustics" (Rose 1997: 35). Based on these 
findings, a similar hypothesis was proposed for the present 
study: that there will be greater variation in the acoustics of 
okay between speakers than within a speaker. If this 
hypothesis was confinned then a secondary question would 
arise: which paris of the word okay provide the clearest 
evidence of between-speaker differences? The research was 
designed both to test the hypothesis and, if the null hypothesis 
was disproved, to seek an answer to this question. AlthQugh 
both auditory and acoustic analyses are indispensable in 
forensic analysis, one of the key measures of comparison of 
forensic phonetic acoustic analysis is the fonnant- (F-}paiteru 
of short,term segments. This paper describes briefly the 

auditory variations in the phonetic realisations often tokens of 
okay from each of six different speakers of general Australian 
English (as described by Mitchell & Delbridge 1965, Burridge 
& Mulder 1996, for example), and reports the F-pattern 
variations of these same tokens when examined from an 
acoustic phonetic perspective. This study represents the first 
stage in a broader research project on the subject of auditory 
and acoustic within- and between-speaker variations in 
Austrnlianokay. 
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2. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND DATA 
COLLECTION 

In keeping with the nature of data used in forensic phonetics, 
a premium was placed on the dalll being collected from naturnl 
conversation. A map task was devised to engage pairs of 
participants in a conversation requiring negotiation, potentially 
leading to the elicillltion of several tokens of okay from each 
spea\rer. In order to encapsulate each conversation as a closed 
speech event, the task was carried OIlt by tclephone, th\18 
providing a distinct beginning and end to each interaction. 
Recording a speaker engaged in a telephone conversation had 
two additional advanlllges. Firstly, it enabled a clean speech 
signal of a single speaker conversing with someone else to be 
recorded without the attendant confusion of overlapping talk 
from the other speaker (a common cbarncteristic of natmal 
conversation). Secondly, since there was no eye contact 
between the speakers, all communication had to be verbal, 
thus increasing the opportunity for negotiation, and hence the 
likelihood of eliciting numerous tokens of okay. The 
recordings used in acO\18tic analysis were made directly, and 
not through the telephone. 

The study involved six native speakers of general 
Australian Eng1illh working in pairs, as indicated in Table I. 
All participants were aged between 16 and 20 years, and were 
from similar socio-economic hackgrounds. In order to 
minimise the effect of convergence of linguistic styles between 
the participants (Giles & Coupland 1991: 60-93), each pair 
was also well acquainted. In addition, a number of the 
participants were from the same family (they were either 
brothers or cousins), and although they were nnt necessarily 
paired together, it was hoped that this would impose a slightly 
higher level of control over the possibility of confounding 
8Ociolinguistievariables. 

Table I. Pairs ofpartI=;=·cipan="-,----,,--, 

MO JE PE 

MO GO 

The map task involved two similar, but not identical maps. 
The caller was required to guide their partner (the recipient of 
the telephone call) through a predetermined route marked on 
the map. The negotiation of the differences between the maps 
would provide the opportnnity for the elicitation of tokens of 
okay. The caller was recorded directly in the recording studio 
of the Phonetics Laboratory at the Australian National 
University, asins • Nakamicl;i 500 stenlo f:1IJ5We deck and a 
Sony ECM-909A mim.lpIlone. From tbiII "-'COrding the ten 
tokens of _ wIticll cooId be Jm5t euily ifolated from the 

surrounding talk, and which had the least excess noise, were 
extractcdfor acoustic analysis. 

3. AUDITORY ANALYSIS 
The Australian Oxford Dictionary (published in 1999) 
suggests that the Australian English pronunciation of okay 
tOU'kClt has three phonemic segments, consim.og of two 
diphthongs (V, and V,), separated by a voiceless velar stop 
(C). Auditory analysis of each of the sixty tokens studied 
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Tahle2. OOOUlTCllCllS of different phonetic rcaligajions of 
Australilm oktly segments by each speaker 

V,lout DL EO GO MO IE PE 

3 4 8 0 6 0 

" 6 5 0 7 3 0 

~ 
I I 2 I I 0 

f--'-- 0_ t-'-- 0 t-'-- t-'--;- 0 0 0 I 0 I 

1-" 
~ I-'-

0 0 I 0 0 

k" 10 10 6 10 9 t-'--k 0 0 4 0 I I 

9 0 0 0 0 0 4 . 0 0 1--'-- '-- 0 t-'-V,felf 

" 8 3 9 8 f-,- +-g 
" 0 I I 0 0 0 

0 6 0 0 7 I . 2 0 0 I 0 0 

'" 0 0 0 I 0 0 

showed considerable variation in the phonetic realisations of 
these segments, bnth wiiliin and between speakeIll. Phonetic 
realisations of each of the three segments from auditory 
analysis are set out in Table 2. 

Table 2 shows thatVj was realised as a diphthong only once 
out of the 60 tokens analysed. Interestingly, this particular 
token was also irregular in that V, was palatalised ([e'khiel]). 
Thus the generalisation can be made that V, of okay in 
conversational general Australian English is usually realised as 
a monophthong. Moreover, this monophthong was in the 
majority of cases, centralised to {:I] (a typical realisation of 
unsm:ssed vowels) or centralised and lowered to [til One token 
of the low back vowel [aJ was alim elicited from each speaker 
except PE, whose V, was realised 900,1, of the time as the 
slightly raised central rounded vowel [e] 

The !kJ was most commonly realised as an aspirated 
voiceless velar stop. For cxample this wa.~ the case 100% of the 
time for DL, EO and MO, and 90% of the time for JE. The stop 
was aspirated in sil< of GO's tokens. while the remaining four 
were unaspirated voiceless stops. PE again differed the most, 
with only four tokcns being aspirated, whilc one was a 
voiceless unaspirated stop, four were realised as voiced stops, 
and in one token the consonant was fricated throughout, 
without an audible hold phase. 

With V,., 43 of the 60 tokens were realised as diphthongs. 
In keeping with the findings of previous studies of Australian 
English (for example Harrington et.a!. 1997,) the rust target 
for this vowel was consistently lowered, and _ realised as [E J 
rather than [elIn two instances, the offglide was more central 
than high, but in one of these cases, this may have been due to 
anticipatory coarticulation (Laver 1994: 379) for a bilabial 
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appT<l~irnant, iwi, which followed in th<: next. word, however 
thi~ requires further investigation. In a number of instances, v, 

was not realised as a diphthong at ~11, but. v.llS re~lised simply 
as an open-mid front. [E]. Six instances of this were elicited 
from EO, seven from JE and one from PE. Extreme lowering 
of V, to [m] was also occasionally heard, twic;e by DL and Ollce 
by MO, and in tlach or lht\';~ imtanc~s v, was also realised as 
a monophthong. Th~ incidence of both I~/ and Ia:/ in v, of 
okay, suggests that tloere is possibly a choice ofphonCffiCs for 

this syllabic in Austrnlian .English (c.t Rose's (1997, 1999) 
findings for V, of Australian hello) 

While the stlpr:lsegmental structure will not be discussed 
in dctail in this paper, it should be noted that there is also 
considerable ,,-ariation in the realisation ofsn-e:;s. In all but. one 

instance, the major stress fell OIl the second syllable: EO 
provided the only token where the stress tell on Sl, and (he 

general lenition and centralising of VI n()jed ahove may well 
be accounted for in tenns of stress 

4. ACOUSTIC ANALYSTS 
Tokens were digitised at Hi kH~, and the F-pattern was 

on n CSL 4300 by generatinl( wide band 
and using the FIT Jl<!wer spectrum facility 
the LPC filter response at selected sampling 

Jl<!ints. A filter order of 20 kHz was used. with hamming 

window and 100% prcemphasis. The first four peaks ""ere 
measured to extract an estimate ofllie centre freqnencies oJ"thc 
ii-pattern, based on the expected ffC<jucnciC8 Jor each giVt:rl 

phonetic,egment. 
The primary aim, of the experiment \\Iere to detennine 

wMther or oot it is practicable to u,e ok~y in forensic 
comparisons, and if 00, which pnrt of the 'I'ourd okay provides 
the best F-pattern for determining between-speakcr 
differences. Since the tokens were to be used for comparing 

both within- and between-speaker variations, it was = mial 
that the sampling points ",,-ere also comparable across all 

tokens. To ensnre the integrity of measurements between all 
the tokens, seven sampling point~ were chosen at. which to 

S I. withinthefirstthrccrcgular~ottalpniscsofV, 

(V, onset); 

2 within 100 la,t three regulilr glottal pulses of V, 
(V offglide); 

S, 3 

within the first three gloual pul"es of V, 
(V,onsd); 

6. at the lowest point ofF, within V, (V, mid); 

7. at the highe,t point of . I' , within Y,(V,otIglidc). 

Figur. I. Wi<kbond 'p<ctrogram 'howing sampli~ [lOint. of 
okavtokens 

Tabl.3. F-raliostor eachtonuantateoch.ampling 
poinlinurd"r()fma;:nitu<le 

SamplingPoinl F-ratiD CGnJidencelevel 

V20nset 32.367 000 
I V2of1glide " 29.937 ~ V20nset F3 25.791 .000 

V20nset 

'0 .000 

'0 .000 
V1 oH~ide 18.102 

V2mid 16.581 

F' 
I V20tfglide F3 .000 

V10nset .000 

" 10.836 

V2 mid F3 10.239 
V10tfQlide 

9.093 

C release F3 8.872 

~ F4 

~Iease 5.124 00' 
V2mid 4.193 003 
V2 oHglide F2 000 

V10ffglide F4 00£ 

~ 3.185 0>4 
V10nset F2 2.903 0>, 
Crelease F2 0"' 
V20ff lide 

~::::: ~ " I 

The cSlimatOO c~ntre frequencie~ of the first four formants for 



1964; WolfI972; Nolan 1983; Rose 1999, 1997). The greater 
the magnitude of the F-rano, then oorrespondingly, the greater 
between- to within-speaker vanation can be expected. A series 
of univariate ANOVAs was performed to calculate the F-ratio 
for cach formant at each of the seven sampling points. The 
sampling points with the highest F-ratios were deemed to 
represent the most promising parameters for distinguishing 
between speakers. The results in order of magnitude of the F
ratio are set ont in Table 3 

The resnlts indicate that the most efficient sampling point 
for distinguishing between speakers in Australian okay is F 4 at 
V, onset, with an F-ratio of32.367. This is followed closely by 
F. at the V, offglide (F=29.937), while the next most efficient 
sampling points are F, at V, onset (F=25.791) and Fl, also at 
V, onset (F=21.631). The magnitude of these F-ratios is 
snfficiently high to suggest that these sampling points are 
acceptable for distinguishing between speakers, although 
higher F-ratios have been found to occur in a range of other 
parameters which have not been considered here. For example, 
Wolf (1972: 2048) found ''individual fundamental frequency 
parameters had the highest F ratio of all the parameters 
investigated" in his study, withF-ratios forF, ranging from as 
high as 84.9 down to 30.9. In Wolf's study, the only formant 
measurements taken were F, and F, for vowels fref, fa! and the 
schwa j;:,/, and F-ratios for these nlnged from 46.6 (for F, of 
/a:!) down to 15.5 for F, of fre!. The highest F-ratio in the 
present study falls at around the median resnlt of Wolf's study, 
while the four highest F-ratios noted above for the present 
study all ocwr within the top two-thirds of Wolf's values. 

A further comparison conld be madc with Nolan's (1983) 
study in which F-ratios were calculated for IS speakers for F" 
F, and F, of the two English liquids, flf and frf. Nolan found 
that F, provided the highest F-nlti05 (F=216.9 for Irf and 
F=77.8 for fll). Although, as Nolan (1983: 102) notes, the high 
value for Irl may be due in part to "an artefact of the formant 
extractiOilprocess", these values are still considerably higher 
than the F-ratios obtained from Australian okay, which 
compare more closely with Nolan's lowest F-ratios, which 
were recorded for the two lower formants of tv (for F, F=17.7, 
and for F, F=21.6). Nevertheless, Nolan (1983; 115) concludes 
that "Spectral information from initial allophones of !If and 
Irf ... yicld moderate identification rates ... [and] are worth 
incorporating in a speaker identification scheme making use 
of segmental information." The comparability of the top 25% 
of F-ratios found in Australian okay (set out ill Table 3) 
suggests that the formants at these sampling points are also 
worthy of incorporation in a forensic analysis, particularly as 
this data was recorded from naturn.l speech events, rather than 
having been obtained from read-ont speech, as was the case for 
both the Wolf and Nolan studies. (Greater within-speaker 
variation would be expected from natural speech than from 
read out speech, thnslowering the F-ratios.) 

Jum over 50% of the F-ratios were below 10, indicating that 
these parnmeters are the least efficient formants and sampling 
points in Australia okay for distinguishing between speakers. 
Nevertheless, with the exception of the two lowest F-ratios (for 
F, of the offglides of each of V, and V,~ they were still 
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statistically significant, and could be used. It should also be 
noted the the highest F-ratio for each formant was always 
found at voice onset of V" that is, within the first two or three 
glottal pulses of V,. 

Further analysis ofthe data in this study using a Bonf=oni 
post hoc test for the analysts of variance, showed that an 
average of8 out ofa possible 15 between-speaker distinctions 
were found in each of thcsc top 25% formant X sampling 
points. The highest number of between-speaker distinctions 
occurred in F, at V, onsct, where 9 statistically significant 
differences between speakcrs wcre found. The more 
conservative Schdrc post hoc test (which may be preferable to 
use in a forensic analysis) indicated that on average, 7.3 
distinctioIlS were made in the top 25% of F-ratios, with 8 out 
of 15 speakers showing a significant difference for F, at Vi 

One pennt which should be made is that the integrity of 
using the higher formants (and particularly F.) in the context 
of telephone recordings is highly questionable, due to the 
bandpass limitations which affcct the acoustic properties of the 
transmitted signal (Rose & Simmonds 1996). When this is 
taken into account, the actual sampling points which may 
prove useful in forensic analyses, where data has been 
gathered from recordings of telephone conversations, is 
further reduced. 

5, CONCLUSION 
The analysis of F-pattem variations of okay in natural 
conversation has shown there is greater between-speaker 
variation than within-speaker variation in the F-pattcrn of okay 
in Australian English, making this frequently occurring word 
potentially useful in forensic comparisons. Given the 
questionable reliability ofF, in speech samples recorded over 
the telephone, it would appear that the most efficient formants 
and sampling points for measuring between-speaker 
differences are likely to be F, and F, at voice onset of the 
second vowel, while F, at both PO and V, offgJide shonld also 
be uscful. Additional measurements for F, at V, onset and 
midway through V" and for F, at V, offglidc may also be 
valuable in distinguishing between speakers. F, has nol shown 
itself to be a particularly efficient parameter at any sampling 
point in okay. In directly recorded data (as opposed to data 
collected via telephone), the most efficient sampling point for 
distinguishing between speakers is unquestionably at voice 
onset of Y" where a significantly hlgb F-ratio is obtained for 
all of the first four formants. 

No forensic analysis shonld rely on F-pattern alone for 
determining likelihood ratios. While auditory analysis is also 
clearly important, ongoing research on the potential value of 
using the frequently occurring word, okay, in forensic 
investigations will consider other acoustic parameters, 
inclnding fundamental frequency and duration, and will 
attempt some form of quantification of coorticulatory effects, 
snch as the extent of "velar pinching" in V, triggcred by the 
following consonant. In addition a survey will be made of 
intonational and stress patterns of each token, and how these 
relate to their discourse function. Forensic phonetics would 
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also benefit from similar studies of other high frequency 
words, such as yeah, JO, well and y'know, as well as other 
discourse markers such as oh, ah and urn, and theRe could be 
the focus ofli.tturcrcscarch 

NOTES 
This paper was rirs! presented at tbe Eighth Au>1ralian 
International Conference on Speech Science and Technology, 
Canberra 5-7 December 2000. I v;ould like to thank Phil Rose 
for his readiness to provid~ guidance and advice while 
undertaking this project, and the two anonymous confcren~ 
reviewers for their very constmctive comments. 
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